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THE MARYLAND CRAB INDUSTRY, 1950 
Introduction 
This report contains the latest and most complete figures avail* 
able on Maryland's crab industry for 1950. In it the amount and 
the value of crabs have been recorded on monthly, gear, and area 
bases. Also included are records covering crabs imported for 
processing and sale by Maryland packers. As anticipated in the 
1949* report, records on the industry were collected in a slightly 
different manner during 1950. About fifty packers were asked to 
keep daily records and to enter them in a special ledger furnished 
by the Department of Research and Education, in which the data 
covered not only the catch, but the gears and areas fished. These 
records were forwarded to the Department every week. All pack- 
ers not covered by this procedure were canvassed by Tidewater 
Fisheries Inspectors for catch records, and the results reported 
on the basis of monthly totals of .the catch, together with records 
as to gear and area. The system employed offered considerable 
improvement over the methods of the last two years but still is 
in need of improvement. The monthly figures, in some instances, 
are based on estimates which serve as approximations of the 
actual catch. I t  is regrettable that these approximations serve 
to lessen the accuracy of the data. 
The data set forth herein may exhibit as much as a three per- 
cent error and should be considered accurate within a plus or 
minus of one half million pounds. Values are accurate to the near- 
est thousand dollars. They do not, however, include a consider- 
able segment of the catch, possibly an added million pounds, 
taken by summer residents and visitors for their own use, or by 
the crabbers who sell them locally. The prices listed are approxi- 
mate, although corrected for the differences in various areas. 
Review o f  t h e  reco.1-ds o f  1949 ajzd 1950: 
A. The summer hard crab season in Maryland. 
(1) The total trotline catch showed a slight increase over 
1949, with 13,759,000 pounds, to 1950 with 14,531,000 
pounds. 
( 2 )  The total catch by crab pots increased considerably from 
1949, with 7,857,000 pounds, to 1950 with 9,644,000 
pounds. 
(3) Combining these catches the 1950 yield was up 11% 
over 1949. 
* Similar bulletins for  1948 and 1949, by L. E. Cronin, a re  available from 
the Department of Research and Education, Solomons, Maryland. 
(4) The average price increased .3 cents per pound (from 
4 . 2 ~  to 4 . 5 ~ )  along with the greater supply. 
(5) The number of pounds of hard crabs imported from 
other states rose 2,000,000 pounds over 1949. 
(6) Maryland packers handled a total of 37,771,000 pounds 
of hard crabs during 1950, 12% more than in 1949. 
(7) The Maryland hard crab producing areas, each produc- 
ing over 1,000,000 pounds were : 
Choptank River (trotline) 
Eastern Bay (trotline) 
Fishing Bay (trotline) 
Bay, Cove Pt. to Sandy Pt. (pot) 
Bay, Cove Pt. to Virginia (pot) 
Honga River (trotline) 
Tangier Sound (trotline and pot- 
one million pounds each) 
Eastern Bay and the region from Cove Point to Sandy 
Point did not produce enough to be placed in this cate- 
gory in 1949. I t  is interesting to note in Part  11, that the 
areas adjoining these regions showed a marked decline 
in production. 
(8) The daily average catch for crabbers has been calculated 
for Tilghman's, Cambridge, Honga River and other crab 
centers. The daily pot catch was calculated for Hooper's 
Island and Tangier Sound. 
(9) The average crabber generally caught more crabs per 
day a t  most but not all of the crab centers than was the 
case in 1949. 
(10) About 65% of the crab centers reported a markedly 
higher fall catch in 1950. 
B. The winter crab industry in M-aryland: 
(1) The quantity of crabs imported was about 47% over 1949. 
(2) The average cost, however, was about 9% lower in 1950. 
(3) The total value of crabs purchased increased 5370 over 
1949. 
(4) About 86% of the crabs imported came from Virginia. 
- Most of the remainder came from Delaware and Chin- 
coteague bays with a few from New Jersey and North 
Carolina waters. 
C. The soft crab and peeler season in Maryland: 
(1) The total soft crab catch was over eleven million crabs; 
about 300,000 more crabs than in 1949. 
(2) The average price of soft crabs remained the same, 3.1 
cents. 
(3) The total value of the soft crab catch increased about 
$11,000. 
(4) The number of soft and peeler crabs imported continued 
to be less than 5% of the total. 
(5) Tangier Sound, the major soft crab area, produced more 
than twice as many such crabs as the rest of the State. 
Since many people concerned directly or indirectly with the 
crab resources in the Bay have asked for literature giving, in 
some detail, the life history and conservation of the blue crab, a 
short section is to be found in Part  111 which contains such in- 
formation and in which scientific language has been omitted. 
Thanks are offered to the many packers and shippers in Mary- 
land who cooperated in the work presented here through provid- 
ing records of their supply of crabs. Also, Mr. J. R. E. Turpin, 
who provided records from the Department of Tidewater Fish- 
eries, and Mr. Robert L. Cory, who helped with the tabulations, 
are thanked for their assistance. 
PART I 
GROSS STATISTICS 
The 1950 Maryland crab industry is summarized in Table 1. 
The total value cited, $2,363,000, does not include the costs inci- 
dental to processing, packing, shipping, and selling of the crabs 
and crab meat. Such additions would double the values indicated. 
The licenses issued to the industry in 1950 are listed in Table 
2. Crabber licenses, which include all types of crabbing except 
potting, dropped in number some 169 from 1949 to 1950. Potter 
licenses increased considerably, there being sixty-four additional 
ones in 1950. The packer licenses, after declining in 1949, in- 
creased during 1950, thirteen more of them having been issued. 
Shipper licenses, issued mostly to firms that package soft crabs 
but to truckers as well, decreased slightly, that is, from 141 in 
1949 to 127 in 1950. 
The winter pack from December 1949 through March 31,1950, 
is set forth in Table 3 and the pack for every month, the source, 
and the value are shown in it. Most of this pack was processed 
in Crisfield, and over 86% of the crabs used were imported from 
Virginia. There was a large increase in the number of pounds 
and the total value of crabs over 1949. The price per barrel was 
about 10% lower in 1950 than in 1949. 
The catch for the summer season, 1950, is indicated in Table 4. 
The monthly totals for pot, trotline, and scrape, the monthly im- 
ports and the average value for each month are included. The 
totals for 1948 and 1949 are given for comparison. As in 1949, 
the total pot and trotline catch was highest in August. 
TABLE 1 
GRAND TOTAL OF MARYLAND CRAB STATISTICS, 1950 
(Values are Approximate) 
- - - - 
HARD CRABS SOFT CRABS 
POUNDS VALUE CRABS VALUE 
-- - - - 
I 
Caught in Maryland. . . . .  26,956,414 $1,211,700 11,022,116 $341,700 
Imported 
Winter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,956,300 $ 313,600 
Summer. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10,814,392 $ 486,600 269,441 $ 7,700 
--- 
TOTAL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42,727,106 $2,013,200 11 ,291,557 $349,400 
TOTAL VALUE : $2,362,600 
TABLE 2 
LICENSES ISSUED TO THE CRAB INDUSTRY IN 1950 
For catching crabs 
Crabber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,426 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Potter 462 
1,888 
For processing or selling 
Packer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 1 
Shipper*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  127 
* Includes licenses to truckers. 
TABLE 3 
WINTER CRAB STATISTICS, DEC. 1, 1949 - MARCH 31, 1950 
Notes: 1-All records are in barrels. 
2-Prices and total values are approximate. 
-- 
Where Caught Where Packed December January February March Total 
Virginia Crisfield 12056 9657 6269 7007 34989 
Other* 2713 2539 1428 ' 1188 7868 
42857 
(or 86.4y0) 
Delaware Crisfield 28 42 1 264 958 1671 
Other 76 48 1072 11 96 
Chincot- ague Crisfield 239 164 424 827 
Other 111 97 512 482 1202 
2029 
(or 4.1 %) 
New Jersey Crisfield 
North Carolina Crisfield 256 256 
(or 0.5%) 
TOTALS: Crisfield 12084 10317 6853 10043 39297 
(or 79.2%) 
Other 2824 2712 1988 2742 10266 
(or 20.870) 
- - 
14908 13029 8841 12785 49563 
(30.3%) (26.4%) (17.9%) (25.4%) GRAND TOTAL 
Average price per barrel : $3.00 $4.45 $8.50 $10.62 
Value of crabs bought: 
CrisfieId $36,252 45,911 58,250 106,657 $247,071 
Other $8 ,472  12,068 16,898 29,120 $66 ,558  
-- - --- 
,n - -  
$44,724 57,979 75,148 135,777 $313,630 
GRAND TOTAL 
* Towns other than Crisfield had the following pack: 
Cambridge 7520 
Crapo 2746 
TABLE 4 
SUMMER CRAB STATISTICS, APRIL 1, - NOVEMBER 30, 1950 
NOTE: 1. Prices and total values are approximate. 
2. Hard crabs are in pounds; soft crabs and ~eelers  in number of crabs. 
H A R D  C R A B S  
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPZ'. OCTOBER Nov. I TOTAL I TOTAL 1 1  TOTAI, 
LOCAL 
Chesapeake 
Trotline . . . . . . . . .  
Pot 30,000 
Total 30,000 
Ave. price/lb. 3.06 
Value $ 900 
Chincoteague 
Pounds 453,076 
Value $ 13,600 
Total Local 
Pounds 483,076 2,437,009 6,517,234 4,583,799 5,819,297 3,252,471 2,875,898 957,630 26,956,414 
Value $ 14,900 $126,700 $384,500 $224,600 $290,100 $143,100 $ 92,000 $ 46,000 $ 1,213,000 
IMPORTED 
Virginia 1,880,890 1,140,863 1,351,882 1,169,047 1,761,874 1,354,776 889,929 1,080,281 10,629,542 
New Jersey 
Delaware . . . . . . . . .  41,366 46,869 38,115 51,900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6,600 184,850 
Total Import -- -- ---- --- 
Pounds 1,880,890 1,182,229 1,398,751 1,207,162 1,813,774 1,354,776 889,929 1,086,881 10,814,392 
Value $ 56,400 $ 61,500 $ 82,500 f~ 59,200 $ 90,700 $ 59,600 $ 28,500 $ 52,200 8 486,600 
U 
I 
GRAND TOTAL 2,363,966 3,619,238 7,915,985 5,790,961 7,633,071 4,607,247 3,765,827 2,044,511 37,770,803 
Value $ 71,300 $188,200 $467,000 $283,800 $381,700 $202,700 $120,500 $98,100 $ 1,699,600 
SOFT C R A B S  A N D  P E E L E R S  
LOCAL 
Chesapeake 
. . . . . . . . .  Crabs . . . . . . . . .  3,211,696 2,005,916 2,225,856 2,840,656 612,600 21,739 10,918,463 
. . . . . . . . .  Ave. price/crab 3.56 1.86 3.86 3.06 2.86 3.06 4.06 3.16 
Value . . . . . . . . .  $ 57,800 $ 76,200 $ 66,800 $ 79,500 $ 18,400 $ 850 . . . . . . . . .  $ 338,472 
Chincoteague 
Crabs 1,425 39,089 42,139 . . . . . . . . .  21,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  103,653 
Value $ 50 $ 700 $ 1,600 . . . . . . . . .  $ 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 2,950 
Total local -- - -  - - -  _ -  --_-- ---- 
. . . . . . . . .  Crabs 1,425 3,250,785 2,048,055 2,225,856 2,861,656 612,600 21,739 11,022,116 
Value 9% 50 $ 58,500 $ 77,800 $ 66,800 $ 80,100 $ 18,400 $ 850 . . . . . . . . . .  $ 341,700 
IMPORTED 
Virginia 
Crabs . . . . . . . . .  61,035 46,600 43,067 42,187 76,552 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Value . . . . . . . . .  $ 1,100 \ $  1,800 $ 1,300 $ 1,200 $ 2,300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  GRAND TOTAL 1,425 3,311,820 2,094,655 2,268,923 2,903,843 689,152 21,739 
VALUE $ 50 $ 59,600 $ 79,600 $ 68,100 $ 81,300 $ 20,700 $ 850 . . . . . . . . .  
269,441 
$ 7,700 
11,291,557 
$ 350,000 
PART I1 
CATCH BY AREAS 
The parts of Chesapeake and Chincoteague bays which lie in 
Maryland have been divided into several areas for the collection 
of fish and crab statistics. These were described in the 1948 re- 
port on the crab industry. The catch for 1950 is given on the 
following pages. 
The eight graphs show the average daily catch by crabbers. I n  
compiling these data, only steady, average crabbers were used as 
fa r  as possible. Trotline figures were computed on a five day 
basis, and exclude Saturdays and Sundays. Potters were aver- 
aged on a seven day per week basis since the pots actually operate 
every day. Although these records indicate that there probably 
was a comparatively large number of crabs available throughout 
the summer, they are primarily indices of catch and not of abun- 
dance. Trotliners and scrapers fish their gears in a consistent 
manner for the most part;  potters are not so consistent in their 
methods. The weekly sampling of the catch from certain areas 
was continued from which there was recorded the size and sex 
of the crabs and the water conditions prevailing a t  the time. 
CHESTER RIVER 
AREA 4 
TABLE 5 
Crab Catch in the Chester River, 1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 14,000 15,120 72,080 3,740 28,600 3,400 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 
TOTAL : Trotline 136,940 pounds 
Soft crabs 
and peelers - 
Approximate value $8,200 
Comments: No soft crabs and peelers were reported from this 
area, although some were known to be caught. The rather large 
decline in hard crabs was characteristic of the upper parts of the 
Bay in general. No weekly records were received from the pack- 
ers in the Kent Narrows area, therefore a graph for that area is 
not available. 
CHOPTANK RIVER 
AREA 8 
TABLE 6 
Crab Catch i n  the Choptank River, 1950 
MAY JUNE JULY BUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 111,219 1,150,952 758,485 1,178,855 922,181 704,143 232,195 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 2,935 6,645 4,494 24,732 8,053 
TOTAL : Trotline 5,058,030 pounds 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 46,859 crabs 
Approximate value $229,100 
P 1 ensEo ON 7 MEN I 
P TROTLINE - CAMBRIDGE 
Comments: There was considerable increase in the catch of hard 
crabs from the Choptank River. There is a striking similarity in 
the daily catch per man for 1949 and 1950 a t  Tilghman's but 
much less so a t  Cambridge. Both localities had a larger catch 
per day in 1950. 
EASTERN BAY 
AREA 10 
TABLE 7 
Crab Catch i n  Eastern Bay,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 60,177 148,973 273,556 369,155 300,798 296,957 31,800 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 4,797 4,348 2,400 4,400 6,000 453 
TOTAL : Trotline 1,484,416 pounds 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 22,398 crabs 
'Approximate value $73,700 
Comments: Eastern' Bay accounted for one and a half million 
pounds of crabs in 1950. This was a very considerable increase 
over last year. The value of crabs in Eastern Bay was doubled. 
FISHING BAY 
AREA 12 
TABLE 8 
Crab Catch &z Fishing Bay ,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 228,183 712,538 551,646 555,442 91,178 
Soft crabs 
and peelers 370,450 196,055 313,040 375,713 6,023 
TOTAL : Trotline 2,138,987 pounds 
Soft crabs 
and peeIers 1,261,281 crabs 
Approximate value $135,400 
Comments: Fishing Bay continued to increase in production. The 
graph for 1950 is very similar to 1949 but shows a slightly higher 
catch. 
P 
O TROTUNE - FISHING BAY 
U 
N 
0 
s 600 
UPPER BAY 
AREA 16 
TABLE 9 
Crab Catch in Chesapeake Bay between Romney Creek and 
Sandy Point, 1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 28,000 9,984 64,800 17,280 2,730 
Pot 11,200 53,160 . . . . . . 28,980 27,825 8,050 . . . . . . 
Soft 2,420 1,440 1,948 
TOTAL : Trotline 122,794 
Pot 129,215 
252,009 pounds 
Soft  5,808 crabs 
Approximate value $11,500 
Comments: The upper Bay showed a marked decline in both the 
pot and trotline catch. Many crabs from this area are sold locally, 
however, and thus do not enter the records. 
COVE POINT TO SANDY POINT 
AREA 18 
TABLE 10 
Crab Catch in the Chesapeake Bay between Cove Point and 
Sandy Point, J950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 1,776 5,516 6,000 676 
Pot 207,351 659,501 549,110 462,864 198,301 164,018 204,418 
Soft 6,600 
TOTAL : Trotline 13,968 
Pot 2,445,563 
k t ,  2,459,531 pounds 
Soft 6,600 crabs 
Approximate value $110,900 
Comments: This area showed the greatest increase in catch over 
1949 of any single area in Maryland. The 1950 catch was over six 
times as great as that of 1949. Potting has increased to such an  
extent that 2,446,000 pounds were caught in 1950, compared to 
407,000 pounds in 1949. 
COVE POINT TO VIRGINIA 
AREA 20 
TABLE 11 
Crab Catch in the Chesapeake Bay betweeqz Cove Point and 
the Maryland-Virginia Boundary, 1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 120,000 118,000 82,600 
Pot 426,588 440,560 418,500 598,829 304,779 406,467 164,882 
Soft 422 
TOTAL : Trotline 320,600 
Pot 2,925,487 
3,246,087 pounds 
Soft 422 
Approximate value $146,000 
12 * 
Comments: This area displayed considerable decline in 1950 and 
may indicate that some potters moved to the area immediately to 
the north. The pot catch dropped almost one million pounds. The 
daily average catch is shown in the following graph. The curves 
for 1949 and 1950 are strikingly similar, but the catch for the 
latter averaged considerably lower, particularly during the late 
summer and fall. 
P 
0 POT- COVE POINT TO VIRGINIA 
u I BAED ON 3 MEN I 
HONGA RIVER 
TABLE 12 
Trotline 
Soft 
and peeler 
Crab Catch i n  the Honga River,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. 
274,675 662,256 588,769 469,607 278,068 183,061 
93,434 45,087 9,726 52,105 5,389 
TOTAL : Trotline 2,456,436 pounds 
Soft and peeler 205,741 
Approximate value $116,900 
NOV. 
T ROTUNE - HONGA RIVER 
Comments: Honga River continued to show an increase in the 
production of both hard and soft crabs. The graph showing the 
average daily catch indicates a very heavy early summer run 
which was well above that of 1949. 
NANTICOKE RIVER 
AREA 32 
TABLE 13 
Crab Catch in the  Nanticoke River ,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. EEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 66,205 86,118 65,917 
TOTAL : Trotline 218,240 pounds 
Approximate value $9,800 
Comments: Although the catch in this area is not great, it is 
noteworthy that the catch in 1950 increased to more than twice 
that of 1949. 
PATUXENT RIVER 
AREA 34 
TABLE 14 
Crab Catch in Patuxent  River ,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
T r o t l i n e  15,300 32,244 58,990 45,286 676 
Soft 7,516 11,760 5,784 6,408 2,748 
TOTAL : Trotline 152,496 pounds 
Soft 34,216 crabs 
Approximate value $8,000 
POCOMOKE SOUND 
AREA 38 
TABLE 15 
Crab Catch in the  Maryland Portion o f  Pocomoke Sound,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 490 84,665 2,915 2,387 469 
Pot  830 6,000 
Soft 279,911 149,203 214,801 230,094 
TOTAL : Trotline 90,926 pounds 
Pot  6,830 
97,756 pounds 
Soft 874,009 crabs 
Approximate value $31,500 
POTOMAC RIVER 
AREA 40 
TABLE 16 
Crab Catch in the  Potomac River ,  1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 13,910 205,896 172,041 119,338 320 
Pot 142,209 129,809 57,531 132,109 2,280 
Soft 41,322 96,708 72,377 85,394 2,076 
TOTAL : Trotline 511,505 
Pot 463,938 
975,443 pounds 
Soft 297,877 crabs 
,-- Approximate value $53,100 
14 
TANGIER SOUND 
AREA 46 
TABLE 17 
Crab Catch in Tangier Sound, 1950 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Trotline 84,045 337,168 339,749 684,990 324,787 102,127 26,647 
Pot 526,748 348,020 750,137 663,495 668,716 482,096 154,477 
Soft 2,358,238 1,377,949 1,639,129 2,050,589 473,800 19,338 
TOTAL : Trotline 1,899,513 
Pot 3,633,689 
5,533,202 pounds 
Soft 7,919,043 crabs 
Approximate value $494,500 
POT- TANGIER SOUND 
I BASED ON 9 MEN I 
SCRAPE- DEAL ISLAND 
Comments: Both hard and soft crabs declined in Tangier Sound 
during 1950. Although the total value of crabs from the area 
increased its ratio to the total value of the Maryland catch 
dropped 17%. 
The daily scrape catch a t  Smith Island and Deal Island shown 
in the accompanying graphs are very similar and indicate little 
difference between the two areas. The pot catch 'near Smith 
Island averaged about 200 pounds per day increase over 1949. 
SCRAPE - SMlf  H ISLAND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
TABLE 18 
Crab  Catch i n  Maryland Porti0.n o f  Chincoteague B a y ,  1950 
DEC. 
MAR. APR. MAY J U N E  J U L Y  AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. 
Hard 
202,900 453,076 417,680 530,681 128,054 763,155 86,352 296,447 76,100 
Soft 
Crabs 1,425 39,089 42,139 21,000 
TOTAL: Hard 2,954,445 pounds 
Soft 103,653 crabs 
Approximate value $136,600 
Comments: Chincoteague Bay was described rather fully in the 
1949 Bulletin. Although this bay appears to have a crab popula- 
tion of its own, i t  showed a marked increase in both hard and 
soft crab production. I t  is not possible to say whether this in- 
crease has any correlation with the increases noted in the Chesa- 
peake Bay. The yield of 1950 was over one million pounds more 
than that of 1949. 
PART I11 
THE BLUE CRAB OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
The blue crab* is the familiar edible crab of the Chesapeake 
Bay. When fully grown it is between five and seven inches wide, 
although larger ones are sometimes caught. The crab has a hard 
shell with two large spines a t  the sides and sixteen small ones 
along the front edge of the shell. I t  has five pairs of legs. The 
first pair are the large claws or chela which are used to catch 
food and defend itself. Behind the claws are three pairs of walk- 
ing legs, followed by a pair modified as fins or paddles. This last 
pair is used in swimming and efficiently so, for the crab is capable 
of great speed when the occasion demands. 
The back shell or carapace of the crab in nature is a dark 
green or brownish green color. The under surface of the body 
and legs is white. The top of the claws show varying amounts 
of bright blue and in female crabs the tips of the claws are bright 
red. This color pattern serves to help camouflage the crab. The 
crab is inclined to be pugnacious and quickly attacks when 
cornered. 
The meat of the crab provides a protein food rich in minerals 
and certain vitamins. It is prized in the eastern part of the 
United States although eaten elsewhere to some extent. This ani- 
mal, although a marine creature, prefers water less salty than 
the ocean. The life span of the crab is rather short (about three 
years). I t  exhibits a high rate of reproduction. 
Spawning and Larval Stages: 
Spawning takes place in the Chesapeake system near the 
mouth of the Bay, in Virginia, where the salt content of the 
water is high. Observations a t  the Chesapeake Biological Labora- 
tory and elsewhere indicate that the egg and early stages of the 
crab develop only in saltier waters near the ocean. A crab usually 
spawns twice, using the sperm which comes from one mating, 
and in this state is known as a "sook" crab rather generally. 
The spawning typically takes place a t  night, and the spawning 
season runs from April to October, June being the peak period. 
Upon spawning, the eggs are attached by a sticky substance to 
long hairs beneath the "apron" or abdomen. When the egg mass 
or "sponge" is attached to the female, it is quite bulky and notice- 
able (See Figure 1) a t  which time the crusteacean is known as 
a sponge crab. The sponge has an orange color which changes 
to black as the young crabs develop in the eggs. 
After about fifteen days have passed, the eggs hatch and the 
larvae, which are called "zoea," are set free and swept away 
':' Scientists call the Blue Crab CaLLinectes sapidus (Rathbun). 
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Sponge Crab 
from the mother crab. These are very small creatures and do not 
resemble the adult crab closely -(See Figure 2) .  The noea moves 
through the water in a jerky manner, and moults or sheds its 
shell five times to change into the second stage of development, 
the   mega lops^' (Figure 3 ) .  In the megalops stage, the young 
crab looks somewhat like the fresh water crayfish both in shape 
and actions. They are usually found on the bottom and feed 
freely on many types of animals and plants. The megalops 
probably sheds once before changing into the "first crab" 
stage of the adult crab (Figure 4 ) .  The young crab now looks - 
much like the crab commonly seen. I t  continues to feed, grow 
Zoea 
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"First Crab" 
and shed its shell as it begins the journey up the bay. After each 
shedding, the size of the crab increases by about one-third in all 
dimensions. It is known that the crab sheds more than twenty 
times to reach maturity. The periods between shedding are called 
"instars." This usually takes about fourteen months according 
to the best information available. 
The shedding process is a curidus one. As the crab's armor- 
like skeleton is on the outside of its body, it must throw off this 
hard shell in order to increase in size. The first sign that a crab 
is to shed is a dark line which appears around the end of the 
paddle or swimming leg. This line then turns white and later 
changes to pink and then to red as the shedding time approaches. 
If the end of the paddle is pressed at  this stage, the new shell 
being formed underneath is forced out of position and leaves a 
clear space. A crab in this condition is called a "rank peeler" 
because it is ready to cast off the shell. 
The actual shedding is a long, tedious process in the crab. 
About one to two hours are spent in shedding, this time being 
used in marked twisting, writhing motions. At the back edge of 
the shell a gap appears. As these twisting and turning motions 
continue, the gap widens and the soft rear portion of the crab is 
pushed out. Such motions continue until the crab wriggles back- 
ward out of its shell and is free. After shedding, it is almost 
helpless and defenseless for about fifteen minutes. It is during 
this period that fish, sea gulls, rays and other enemies prey upon 
the animal. However, the crab begins to move about shortly and 
it becomes quite active as the shell gets hard. If it is taken from 
the water in the soft stage i t  will remain soft, and live, under 
cool conditions, for several days. I n  this state i t  is the famous 
soft crab used for food. If it is allowed to remain in the water, 
the shell quickly hardens and within twelve hours it is known 
as a "paper shell." After a day, the shell becomes thick and hard. 
At this time the muscles of the crab are thin and watery. It is 
then called a "buckram" and is of little commercial use for food 
or otherwise. After two days, the crab begins to feed and grow, 
and the process of filling up the shell or "fattening" begins all 
over again. 
Feeding Habits 
Crabs eat almost anything. Both plant and animal matter are 
taken and even decaying material is consumed, although it is not 
preferred. They make use of all sorts of hiding places, striking 
out to capture unwary fish and many other forms of marine life 
for food. Seaweeds and marsh plants often are eaten, although 
fish is the main item in the crab's diet. Crabs eat each other to 
some extent, particularly when penned up and when there is an 
injured or soft crab present. 
Regeneration of Lost Legs 
Crabs often lose one or more legs during their life cycle and, 
except during the last growth stage, they are able to replace a 
lost member, a process which is known as "regeneration." This 
characteristic is well developed in them. After losing a leg, a 
sac-like growth occurs a t  the point of the break. This is thrown 
off a t  the next shedding and the crab then has a new and usable 
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Peg, although it may be of smaller size. It usually takes two or 
three sheddings to produce a claw or leg close to normal size. 
Claws of this nature are known as "Jew claws." 
Movement 
Crabs move quickly and easily in the water. The usual motion 
is sidewise and may be either direction. When crawling on the 
bottom, all legs except the large claws are used. In swimming, 
the back fins or paddles are used. These flattened appendages 
move rapidly to bring about propulsion. When swimming, one 
claw is folded against the body and the other, on the side away 
from the direction the crab is moving, is held straight out, ap- 
parently to reduce the resistance of the water. The sidewise 
movement of the crab may be very swift when catching a fish 
or escaping an enemy. 
Mating 
Mating takes place when the female sheds for the last time. 
The males may mate during the last two or three growth stages. 
When the female is ready to shed for the last time, she is taken 
and clasped underneath the male to secure and protect her. The 
two crabs in this position are known as "hard doublers." The 
male then carries her to a shedding ground where the female 
moults and mating takes place. Doublers are valuable since catch- ! 
ing them provides a big hard crab and a peeler or, perhaps, a 
soft crab. Sometime after mating is over, the female proceeds 
to move or migrate toward the mouth of the Bay, using tides 
and currents to help her along. The males do not migrate but 
instead remain in the upper part of the Bay and the tributaries 
to pass through the winter. The female mates only once; a male 
may mate several times after becoming fully grown. 
Life Span 
The life span of the crab, as stated before, is rather short. 
One of them hatched from an egg in July, passes through the 
two larval stages by late September and starts to move up the 
Bay. The older members of a given year class usually reach the 
region of the Maryland-Virginia line before the cold weather 
forces them to cease their migration. At this point in their his- 
tory they appear to stop feeding and do very little moving about 
until .the water warms up in early spring a t  which time migration 
continues and they move either to the upper half of the Bay or 
to the rivers and streams which open into the Bay. Crabs mate 
during late summer and early fall, therefore, approximately a 
fourteen month period is required in the growth from egg to 
maturity. 
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The sex of the crab and the maturity of the females can be 
determined by examining the apron or abdomen. This is the rear 
portion of the crab which is folded underneath the body. The im- 
mature female has a "V" shaped apron. The mature female or 
"sook" has a large "U" shaped apron. Males have a "T" shaped 
apron. Spawned out "sooks" sometimes live through their third 
winter and many of them become "ticky," a condition that has 
an unwholesome odor and taste associated with it. Such crabs may 
then move out into the ocean to scatter and disappear. The males 
live through the third winter more often. Any quite large male 
crab is known as a "Jimmy" to watermen. 
The Crab Industry 
Crabs are used for food, primarily, and for fish bait to a con- 
siderable extent. They are used, as food, in the form of crab 
meat and soft crabs. The former is picked from hard crabs that 
have been steamed. Hard crabs are caught by trotline and by 
baited traps known as "pots." The trotline is merely a long length 
of rope with pieces of bait such as eel, tripe or bacon rind tied 
to it about three feet apart. This is weighted a t  each end, It is 
then laid on the bottom with its ends marked by small buoys. 
To collect the crabs, the fisherman runs his boat along the line, 
forcing the line to pass over a roller attached to .the boat. As the 
boat progresses along, the crabs cling to the bait until they reach 
the surface, where the crabber catches them in a dipnet and 
places them in a basket or a barrel. A crabber who uses pots, baits 
them with fish, placing the bait in a small wire eylinder built into 
the bottom of the pot, and sets them a t  selected points in the 
water. The trap is cube shaped, two feet on a side, and made 
of one inch poultry wire. The crabs enter the pot through fun- 
nels to get the bait and are then unable to find their way out, 
pretty much on the principle of the trap for live mice. 
The individual soft crab is more valuable than the hard crab, 
however, fewer are caught. They are obtained mostly by holding 
peeler crabs in floats. Peelers and soft crabs are caught by pull- 
ing a large, tootliless dredge called a "scrape" over the bottom 
by means of a boat. The places generally chosen for this opera- 
tion are good shedding areas typified by a cover of eel grass such 
. as are so common in Tangier Sound. Soft crabs and peelers also 
are caught by poling a small boat along shallow areas and dip- 
ping the crabs with a long handled net. This method is the least 
expensive but is not broadly used on a commercial basis. 
Conservation 
Conservation practices for the crab resource have been outlined 
by the various agencies concerned and the aim has been to reduce 
wasteful procedures which might serve to diminish the supply 
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of crabs unnecessarily. One of these is the practice of capturing 
and selling "buckram" crabs which are of little value and are, 
in so many cases, thrown away without being picked. The dam- 
age to the resource is evident and particularly so when the catch 
consists of up to one-third "buckrams" a t  certain seasons. The 
practice of holding green crabs on shedding floats is not only 
detrimental to the resource but illegal as well. It was shown some 
years ago, that by shedding only the white, pink, and red line 
peelers, the mortality on the shedding floats could be lowered as 
much as 80%. This practice is not as serious now as it once was, 
although i t  is still carried on to a degree. 
There is a tendency on the part of many people in Maryland 
and Virginia to consider the winter crab fishery and the capture 
of egg-bearing crabs in the lower Bay as highly destructive to 
the brood stocks. The crab sanctuary now established in the lower 
Bay during spawning season provides a haven for the egg- 
bearing females. However, it must be evaluated on the basis of 
its effect on the overall Chesapeake yields. Viewed in the light of 
crab catch records of the two states that share this resource, this 
subject needs further study and understanding before definite 
conclusions are reached. 
I t  is recognized by all concerned that the great extremes in 
crab production, the high and low years, are not in the best . 
interest of the industry because of the associated price and mar- 
keting conditions. A continuing high yield would offer stability 
to the market and a sounder economy. The marine laboratories 
of Maryland and Virginia are working cooperatively toward a 
better understanding of the biology and other factors that 'con- 
trol crab abundance, hoping thereby to contribute to a sound 
management of the crab resource. 
